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PROGENITORS OF SN II: MASSIVE STARS

   In the first lecture we learned that the fate of stars with masses more than 8 times the 
mass of the sun is different than that of sun-line stars. 

   Massive stars go through several stages of core and shell-burning, contractions and 
expansions making heavier and heavier elements in their cores along the way. 

   The heaviest material produced by massive stellar evolution is iron (Fe). Once a 
massive star makes an iron core, the collapse and certain death are inevitable. 

   The iron core-collapse is one of the most complicated problems in physics as it 
involves most piece of modern physics: thermodynamics, quantum mechanics, theory 
of gravity, radiation transport, particle physics, nuclear physics… 

   Impossible problem to tackle without the use of supercomputers and sophisticated 
codes. 



THE PRELUDE TO CORE-COLLAPSE

Iron core of massive star absorbs energy. 

When iron core forms - star is doomed to collapse.  

Iron core collapses in about 1 second to form a 
neutron star (or maybe a black hole), composed 
essentially of all neutrons. 
Neutrons are formed when protons and electrons 
combine. 
   
p + e → n + v (neutrino),   

Action of Weak Nuclear Force 

One neutrino is generated for every proton that is 
converted, a star’s worth of protons 

⇒lots of neutrinos  



THE IMPORTANCE OF NEUTRINOS

During iron core collapse, essentially all protons and electrons 
are converted to neutrons with the emission of a neutrino. 

Neutrinos have a tiny mass, no electrical charge, interact little 
with normal matter, only through weak nuclear force. 

Normal stellar matter is essentially invisible to neutrinos. 

⇒99% of the energy of collapse is carried off by neutrinos.



THE PROCESS OF CORE-COLLAPSE-I

When a neutron star forms, get huge energy from dropping from size of 
Earth or White Dwarf to size of Chicago. 

100 times more energy than is needed to explode off the outer layers of 
the massive star. 

That does not guarantee an explosion!  

The outer parts of the star, beyond the neutron star, are transparent to 
the neutrinos, the neutrinos flood out freely and carry off most of the 
energy, about 99%. 

Is 1% of the neutrino energy left behind enough to cause the explosion? 

Tough problem!  1.5% is plenty, 0.5% is too little.



THE PROCESS OF CORE-COLLAPSE-II

Collapse of iron core to form neutron star is 
halted by the repulsive strong nuclear force 
at very close distances, high compaction of 
neutrons (somewhat uncertain) 
+ quantum pressure of neutrons

Charge repulsion among 
protons, zero for 
neutrons

Nuclear attraction 
among protons and 
neutrons

Nuclear repulsion at 
very short distances

Maximum mass of a neutron star is 1.5 to 2 solar masses



TOUGH PHYSICS PROBLEM!
New-born neutron star over compresses and 
rebounds - potential mechanism for 
explosion, 

DOES NOT WORK!
Form standing shock, and outer material just 
continues to fall in, pass through shock front 
and settle onto the neutron star.

Neutron stars are dense enough to trap 
some of the neutrinos. Perhaps the 
neutron star can boil out neutrinos at a 
higher rate…

Possible, but still not proven,  

A bit like boiling a pot on the stove, the 
steam comes out, but lid just rattles, it 
does not explode to the ceiling.

May need a new idea…



CORE COLLAPSE - AN ANIMATION



A 3D SIMULATION OF CORE COLLAPSE

Full three-dimensional simulation performed with the University of Chicago FLASH code at the 
Argonne National Lab supercomputing facilities. Credits: Dr. Sean M. Couch.



IMPORTANCE OF 3D MODELS

Simulations performed with the University of Chicago FLASH code at the Argonne National Lab 
supercomputing facilities. Credits: Dr. Sean M. Couch.

Let’s not forget: real stars are three-dimensional! Attempts to model core-
collapse in one or even two dimensions are doomed to be flawed…



IMPORTANCE OF INITIAL CONDITIONS!

  1D models fail to capture the dynamic state of the interior of massive stars in the 
seconds to months prior to SN. 

  Rigorous O and Si convective shell burning can change the structure of the 
progenitor star and even break perfect spherical symmetry. 

  It can also lead to pre-SN episodic mass-loss, therefore setting the stage for the 
resulting SN (relevance to IIn, SLSN events; Quataert & Shiode 2012; Shiode & 
Quataert 2014). 

  Multidimensional modeling of pre-SN convection can provide realistic initial 
conditions for CCSN simulations and can aid successful core-collapse explosions: 
Initial value problem (Couch & Ott 2013).  



THE ROLE OF TURBULENCE

From Chatzopoulos et al. (2015)

Multi-dimensional simulations show us that the last few moments before core-collapse 
the star undergoes quite a turbulent situation. 

Convective turbulence, triggered by vigorous shell nuclear burning, changes the 
internal structure and shape of the star and drives it away from spherical symmetry.



EPISODIC PRE-SN MASS LOSS

This wave-driven mass loss happens preferentially in either low mass (yet still massive) 
stars or lower metallicity more massive stars. 

Within a few months to a decade prior to CC up to ~1 Msun of material can be 
expelled.

The dying star’s throes can be strong enough causing something of “stellar quakes” 
capable to remove some of the outer, less gravitationally-bound layers.

Pre-supernova mass-loss also changes the initial conditions within which the explosion 
will finally occur…!



JET-INDUCED EXPLOSIONS - I

Are jet-like flows typical? Are they important?

Crab Nebula Cassiopeiae A SN 1987A

A number of SN remnants show a very irregular, 
elongated “football”-like shape. 

Many of them show a bipolar flow with “jets” 
moving in different directions from each other. 

Hint that some, or many, SN explosions blow up 
asymmetrically via jets originating in the cores of 
the dying star. 

Jet formation is yet another complicated problem 
that involves rotation and magnetic fields…



JET-INDUCED EXPLOSIONS - II

Studies (last 25 years) show that all Core 
Collapse Supernovae (massive stars: Type II, 
Ib, Ic) are out-of-round.  

Perhaps combination football, frisbee, or 
something else. 

Supernovae show shapes consistent with 
(but not necessarily proving) jet-like flow.

Computer calculations show that jets emerging from newborn neutron star can explode 
the star, make it out-of-round. 

Predict a jet/torus “bagel and breadstick” shape



SIMULATIONS OF JET-INDUCED SN
Strong enough jet can explode the star, but neutrinos 

also  play a role - complicated problem!

Account qualitatively for out-of-round shapes.

Test for shape (jet/torus), prediction of different elements exploded in different directions.

Credits: Dr. Sean M. Couch



A CONTINUOUS ENDEAVOR…
Understanding how magnetic fields form and 
behave in core collapse is on the cutting edge of 
research. 

There is yet no general agreement as to how 
implosion of the iron core is turned into the 
explosion of the supernova. 

Rebounding, boiling neutron star, standing shock, 
neutrinos, rotation, and magnetic fields are all 
important ingredients. 

Still a huge challenge to simulate properly on 
supercomputers. 

Nature does not care what astrophysicists do not 
understand. 

Type II and Type Ib/c supernovae continue to 
explode!

Cas A: some radioactive material (blue) in the 
“counterjet,” some in the “bagel?”



HOW BRIGHT ARE SN II?

Some “super-luminous” supernovae 
can even outshine their host galaxy!

At peak luminosity a typical Type II supernova can be as bright as 1 billion of suns 
combined!

Energy from a single supernova could power 
the entire US energy grid for 1022 years!!!



THE AFTERMATH - I

Single star: Type II          Same star in binary: Type Ib/c

Same evolution inside 
star, thermal pressure, 
regulated burning, 
shells of heavier 
elements,  whether 
hydrogen envelope is 
there or not.



THE AFTERMATH - II

Rotating, magnetic 
radio pulsar.

Neutron star in 
binary system, 
X-ray source

Single star: Type II          Same star in binary: Type Ib/c

Both types leave 
behind a neutron star



MAKING THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF LIFE…
Shortly after a SN explodes, the ashes of the dead star are spread in the surrounding 
space with great speeds.  

The severe compression of electrons in the collapsing core blocks beta minus decay 
allowing for high density of free electrons. Atomic nuclei can can rapidly capture 
these electrons increasing neutralization of matter . 

Beta decay converts protons to neutrons and with sufficient energy the atomic nuclei 
can grow with time making even heavier atoms (like Uranium) through 
the (rapid) r-process. 



“WE ARE ALL MADE OF STARDUST”



SUMMARY
➢ Core-collapse supernovae result from the iron core collapse of massive stars. 

➢ The process of iron-core collapse is one of the most complicated problems in modern 
astrophysics and involves virtually all fields of modern physics. 

➢ Multi-dimensional supercomputer simulations key to understanding core-collapse SNe. 

➢ Neutrinos are emitted en-masse during core-collapse and play an important role in 
reviving the SN shock BUT even small changes in the neutrino heating can halt the 
explosion. 

➢ Proper 3D initial conditions play a strong role to getting successful explosions! 

➢ Supernovae do not explode in a spherical fashion but rather aspherically, some of them 
show jet-like signatures too. 

➢ Type II SNe leave neutron stars or black holes behind. 

➢ Type II SNe produce enough energy to enable the stellar ashes to form heavier and 
heavier nuclei filling up the periodic table as we know it today.  

➢ Life wouldn’t exist as we know it without core-collapse SNe!


